
WHERE THE MOMENT BELONGS TO YOU



Where every single moment belongs to you and you have that 

pleasant feeling of being in good hands and right at home in 

the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA. Encounter cosmopolitan 

and warm-hearted hospitality, and get to know people who 

are passionate about tradition and taking care of their guests. 

We look forward to hearing from you.

Your Hosts, Stephan Bode and Team

All the truly precious moments in life have one thing in 

common: awareness, consideration, balance and always 

that little addition of je ne sais quoi. Take a seat and 

enjoy these moments with all your senses ...

WELcOME :-)



BE WHERE THE ORIGINAL 
IS UBIQUITOUS.

Wild water, forests shrouded in legend, secluded river valleys 
and customs steeped in tradition. Our home is here in the 
Northern Black Forest. On the outskirts of the spa town of 
Bad Herrenalb with its healthy climate and perched on a steep 
slope, our semi-circular hotel is nestled harmoniously in the 
idyllic Black Forest landscape. It boasts an almost 180-degree 
panoramic view over the roofs of the spa town that extends as 
far as the lofty mountain ranges and wide valleys all around. 
Ideal for a change of perspective and consciously feeling like 
you’re “on the top of the world, looking down on creation”.



As soon as you arrive, you’ll sense it – the feel of the Black 

Forest. Profound, powerful, genuine and original. All those 

who want to amplify their quality of life on a higher level 

discover their inspiration in the search for a healthy balance 

and inner peace in the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA. 

The special atmosphere – marked by a zestful attitude to life 

– lets you experience an intensely refreshing time, delightful 

moments and hours of activity, creativity and conviviality.

We are one of the hotels chosen by Green Pearls® 
for sustainable, hand-picked & unique sites around 
the world that are committed to consciously wor-
king with people and the natural world.

ARRIVE AT A PLAcE WHERE THE 
MOMENT HAS A DIFFERENT QUALITY.



Our interiors are defined by warm colours, natural materials 

and clear forms and lines. Whether your room is located 

on the mountain or valley side, you will enjoy a unique and 

first-hand view of the natural environment with superior 

4-star furnishings that guarantee an excellent night‘s sleep. 

In any case, a balcony or sun terrace with awning lets you 

recharge – your batteries with plenty of fresh Black Forest air.

WAKE UP IN cOMFORT 
THAT IS IN A HARMONIOUS 
BALANcE WITH NATURE.



La Vie – life. Take a seat and get right in the thick of it! 

In our restaurant, you can enjoy clever and fresh delicacies from 

typical regional and international cuisine. Warm colours and 

natural materials disseminate an unobtrusive and sophisticated 

ambience. In the summer months, our panorama terrace invites 

you to taste seasonal culinary highlights, coffee and aperitifs 

under the open sky.

LA VIE – WHERE YOU 
NOTIcE THE FINER 
THINGS IN LIFE.



As sure as eggs are eggs, we have a connection with the 

natural world. Untreated ingredients and a refined gentle 

preparation ensure unadulterated enjoyment that will make 

your taste buds dance. Quality, seasonal freshness and 

regional sources combined with passion, prowess and a 

love for detail let you experience a sensual interplay of 

original flavours, aromas, colours and textures à la nature. 

A high-quality and balanced diet, certified organic quality 

and slow food are the “core ingredients” of our recipes. 

When choosing our ingredients, we comply with the strict 
guidelines produced by Bioland, and we cooperate with 
suppliers who are recycling-oriented, operate without 
synthetic fertilisers and treat their animals humanely.

ENJOY FOOD THAT TASTES 
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS.

PuRE

PLEASuRE

70% certified organic
30% Slow Food



Our Lädle gift shop offers Black Forest specialities and 

typical craft and natural products. Originals such as 

cuckoo clocks, fruit schnapps or kirsch can be found here, 

as can extraordinary reinterpretations: Black Forest air in cans, 

Black Forest rubber ducks, Black Forest whiskey and other 

products from old and new Black Forest manufacturing

WHERE BLAcK FOREST 
ORIGINALS ENcOUNTER 
NEW INTERPRETATIONS ...

Original 
Black Forest originals 

IN OUR
LädLe

RIGHT IN THE HOTEL 
LOBBY



A relaxed atmosphere, spacious and sunlit rooms plus modern 

communication and presentation technology and personal 

contacts are a testament to high-quality conferences and 

conventions. The wide panoramic view brings free thinking and 

new ideas to light. It makes closed-door and strategy meetings 

possible, as well as impressive festivities for the widest variety of 

reasons. In a word: The ideal CAMPuS for meeting and learning 

at the highest level.

cAMPUS – cOME TOGETHER 
WHERE THE MIND DEVELOPS FREELY.



Sustainable action is a matter of principle for us, and 

something we are committed to. under the premise 

“Global Thinking – Regional Action”, we are therefore 

actively taking numerous measures, from the integration 

of bio-certified and fairly treated products to the greatest 

possible reduction and compensation of CO2 emissions. 

Climate-neutral hotel stays and green meetings are thus 

possible for all our guests.

As a ClimatePartner member company, we are 
committed to voluntary climate protection. We 
therefore support global climate projects and 
create growth opportunities at the same time.

GUESTS EXPERIENcE 
RESPONSIBILITY.
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WHERE YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT 
YOURSELF – EXPERIENcING –  
cENTRING – TOUcHING – 
INDULGING IN REcOLLEcTION. 

Whether it’s TCM, yoga or therapeutic fasting – with us, 
relaxing and feeling good goes well beyond the conventional 
term “wellness”. “Selfness” – from taking good care of yourself 
and getting proactive to a conscious lifestyle, this is a concept 
that is vital for us! At the heart of our hospitality is the needs 
and natural health of each one of our guests. Skilled experts 
make it possible for you to combine conventional cosmetic and 
wellness applications with alternative medicine and holistic life 
coaching.



To bring body, soul and spirit into harmony, our selfness team 

assists you with a holistic health concept that focusses on radical 

regeneration and learning good self-awareness. 

Whether it‘s yoga, meditation, Qi Gong or therapeutic fasting – 

conventional relaxation, health protection, sport, exercise 

and nutrition are supplemented with alternative approaches. 

Feel the strength of self-transformation and in doing so, enjoy 

all the advantages we have to offer. 

Our external partners Reiner & Conny Wettcke 
are available to you with many years of know-
ledge and a great wealth of experience when 
it comes to fasting cures and will look after 
your welfare – always wearing their hearts on 
their sleeves.

SELFNESS – WHERE IT’S ALL ABOUT 
TAKING cARE OF YOURSELF. 

ExPLORE

OUR DIVERSE

ARRANGEMENTS

RELaxaTION fOR BOdY, 

sOuL aNd spIRIT



Find your personal safe haven in our various beauty & 

wellness areas where you can switch off and recharge your 

batteries. Along with activities in the separate fitness area, 

we offer an optimal balance of relaxation and exertion. 

Enjoy deep-acting wellness treatments with 
high-quality and sustainably manufactured 
skin care product by CLARINS.

FEEL WEIGHTLESS 
WHERE IT’S LIGHTEST.



The SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA offers the ideal starting 

point for excursions in any season. unspoiled nature, mineral 

springs, miles of hiking trails and exciting excursion destina-

tions are close together. 

Whether it’s golf, riding, mountain biking, paragliding, geo-

caching or snowshoe tours – active and sporty people as well 

as pleasure-seekers and summer and winter visitors get their 

money’s worth here. 

We work with the Bad Herrenalb Tourist Office 
to help you organise your activities, whether 
you want to go on a walking tour or enjoy 
cultural highlights.

DIScOVER AN ORIGINAL 
LOcATION WHERE THE SEASONS 
ARE STILL AT HOME.

PREMIuM 
PARTNER



A central location, the best transport connections and an 

inspiring setting – the SCHWARZWALD PANORAMA is 

located here in Bad Herrenalb, the town of the Siebentäler

[Seven Valleys] Thermal Baths. You can quickly reach us 

from Baden-Baden, Karlsruhe or Stuttgart. Whether you’re 

travelling by car, train or aeroplane, the ways here lead 

straightforwardly from all directions almost right to our door. 

With special authorisation, it is also possible to land on 

the helipad of the Falkenburg Specialist Clinic (48° 48’04” 

North / 8° 26’08” East). 

Online route 
planning: Climate-neutral arrival and departure:  

With the CO2 calculator at www.schwarzwald-panorama.com, 
you can even out the CO2 emissions that are caused by your 
arrival and departure.

WAYS TO REAcH US:

BADEN-BADEN . 25 km

KARLSRUHE . 30 km
WALDBRONN . 20 km

  STUTTGART . 84 km  
 PFORZHEIM . 28 km

Railway 
station

Spa park

Thermal 
spa 





180-Degree panoramic 
view – pure freeDom

originality anD 
Diversity

Dining culture 
close to nature

green meetings 
anD learning

HealtH anD 
well-being

Hotel

Campus

selfness

HOTEL & ROOMS 

· 88 rooms,  
 approx. 28 m2 on the valley side / approx.  
 32 m2 on the mountain side 
· including 2 disability-friendly rooms 
· 8 apartments 
· 1 suite, approx. 48 m2 
· TV, radio, mini-bar, safe & Wi-Fi Internet 

FINE FOOD & GASTRONOMY 

· La Vie restaurant with approx. 300 m2  
 of panoramic terrace International &  
 regional cuisine close to nature 
· 70% bio, 30% slow food 
· Alternating menus 
· Dry aged beef 
· Heidelberger Stube Bar

SELFNESS, BEAUTY & WELLNESS

· 850 m2 SPA area 
· Massage & beauty treatments 
· Fitness suite 
· Exercise & nutrition offers 
· Detox & TCM (trad. Chinese medicine) 
· Medical consultation & prevention offers 
· Direct connection to Falkenburg  
 Specialist Clinic 

cAMPUS & cONFERENcE

· 1,300 m2 conference & exhibition space 
 on 3 levels with panoramic view 
· 12 function rooms 
· Open-air meetings 
· Banquets & functions 
· Closed-door & strategy meetings 
· Green meetings 
· Framework programmes / incentives 
· Modern technical equipment 
· Personal contacts & support 
· Meeting guarantee 
· All events are climate-neutral 

REGION & LEISURE

· A varied range of leisure, sport & activities  
 for every season 
· Siebentäler Thermal Baths, approx. 800 m 
· Bad Herrenalb monastery ruins, approx. 1 km
· Bad Herrenalb Museum, approx. 1 km 
· Culture town of Baden-Baden, approx. 25 km
· Former royal seat of Karlsruhe,  
 approx. 30 km
· Iffezheim racecourse, approx. 32 km 
· University city of Heidelberg, approx. 77 km 
· State capital, Stuttgart, approx. 84 km 
· Historic Alsace city of Strasbourg,  
 approx. 88 km 

WHERE EVERYTHING 
HOTEL, 
cAMPUS AND
SELFNESS IS.



OUR INcLUDED SERVIcES

✚  Cordial staff and smiling faces
✚  Live and relax in a comfortable  
 room with TV, radio, mini-bar,  
 safe
✚  Wi-Fi Internet access
✚  Use of a generous balcony /  
 terrace with superb scenic  
 views into the great outdoors,  
 offering total peace and quiet
✚  Spacious bathrooms with  
 phone and lighted make-up  
 mirror; some include a bidet
✚  SPA bag with sauna towels,  
	 fluffy	bathrobe	(on	loan)	and		
 slippers
✚  Comprehensive breakfast  
 buffet
✚  A healthy climate
✚  Free use of our selfness and  
 SPA area with whirlpool, sun  

 terrace, Finnish sauna and  
 bio-sauna with coloured light,  
 steam bath, solarium,  
 relaxation room with tea  
	 station	and	fitness	suite

✚  Free overnight accommodation  
 with parents for children aged  
 0-5 years (including breakfast &  
 dinner).
✚  For children aged 6-13 years,  
 overnight accommodation with  
 parents (including breakfast) is  
 € 45.00 per night (extra bed);  
 we charge € 16.00 for dinner.
✚  Children aged over 14 pay full  
 price.

YOUR INVESTMENT

Classic forest view from 109,00 €
Double occupancy from 169,00 €

cLASSIc ROOMS

Suite from 209,00 €
Double occupancy from 259,00 €

PANORAMA SUITE

Panorama Superior from 129,00 €
Double occupancy from 189,00 €

PANORAMA SUPERIOR ROOMS

Panorama Deluxe from 149,00 €
Double occupancy from 209,00 €

PANORAMA DELUXE ROOMS * Apartment prices are per day. Break-
fast not included. Includes bed linen, 
towels in the bathroom, cleaning eve-
ry 4th day, use of our SPA areas and 
the fitness suite.

On our home page, you can calculate the CO2 emissions of your 
stay and your arrival and departure, and compensate for them 
by a pro rata investment in a climate protection project.

cLIMATE-NEUTRAL STAY

Apartment (2-rm.) from 209,00 €
Appartment (3-rm.) from 229,00 €

APARTMENTS*
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Give a gift

WITH OuR
HOTEL VOuCHER

Natural enjoyment 
for any occasion!

Rehteichweg 22 . D-76332 Bad Herrenalb
Reservation inquiry: +49 7083 927-0
www.schwarzwald-panorama.com


